Abstract In a V2X convergence service environment, the principal service among infotainment services and driver management services must be supported centering on critical information of the driver, maintenance manager, customer, and anonymous user. Many software applications have considered solutions to be satisfied the specific requirements of driving care programs, and plans. This paper describes data flow diagram of a secure clinic system for driving car diagnosis, which is included in clinic configuration, clinic, clinic page, membership, clinic request processing, driver profile data, clinic membership data, and clinic authentication in the V2X convergence service environment. It is reviewed focusing on security threat issue of ITS diagnostic system such as spoofing, tampering, repudiation, disclosure, denial of service, and privilege out of STRIDE model.
roadworthiness testing(deployment of new automated driving functionalities) [1] . Also about level of driving automation, the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and Corporate Partnership Board (CPB) of International Transport Forum categories to human monitors environment and car monitors environment.
The human monitors environment is from level0(no automation), to level1(driver assistance), level2(partial automation), and the car monitors environment is from level3(conditional automation), level4(high automation) to level5(full automation) [2] .
Bharat bhushan Konka reviews a case study on software testing methods and tools in [3] . [4] . Torsten Schutze reviews automotive security, which is cryptolography for Car2X communication [5] . The security object for Car2X communication is presented security characteristics such confidentiality, integrity, availability, accountability, and authenticity [6] . Chapter 2 begins with a brief data flow in V2X clinic system, and in the Chapter 3, we have concluded in the research.
Data Flow in V2X Clinic System

DFD model in V2X Infrastructure
The The data flow diagram is following diagram, which shows interacts with car Clinic and external entities.
The diagram shows the relation of a car driver, anonymous user, maintenance manager, and information control manager at a center with a number of car sensors that can communicate with a camera sensor, the diagnostic controller, and a RFID tag.
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